
November 21, 2018 
Minutes 
 

● 8 parents 
 
Mr. Howell Notes 

- Thank you for the welcome so far, nice school for sure 
- Notice right away the welcoming nature of the people, and hugs from kids right away 
- My philosophy’s are simple, treat others how you want to be treated, work hard and do 

your best, don’t have to agree but disagree respectfully 
- Like to be visible.  Be out there and care and be involved 
- Everyone has a different lense on education, my door will always be open for people to 

come in and see me 
- Always a solution, just trying to find it together 

 
- Nice mixture of families, that come from generations here 
- So proud, I went here and my kids went here 
- Others that have moved into the area and wanted to be here, want to be a part of the 

community and settle into that area, and all feel welcome 
 

- Intermediate volleyball winding down, girls lost out in point differential, did ot go further 
- Boys also lost in semi finals in league play, dsbn tournament tomorrow  
- Jr volleyball just beginning, they’re trying walleyball or three ball - if you watch volleyball 

it’s a hopeful ping pong if the serve goes over it lands, get a point, goes into net and get 
a point or other team gets it, the skill development isn’t there cause kids aren’t getting 
the rally’s going 

- The ref or coach throws the ball into get more touches, and produce more rally’s 
- It may be harder for the older kids in the jr league, but overall it does help build the skills 

better 
- Intent to develop skills, no tourney for jr’s now, athletic group sent surveys out and trying 

follow sport canada model, strong vs not so strong teams, cost of refs and supply 
teachers, and impact on students 

- Still have league play but no go away tourney at the end of the year, intermediate does 
have tournaments still 

- For all those reasons for the Jr. league they scrapped the dsbn tournaments, so quick 
season 

 
- Safe schools, anti bullying, in the past got something at home that talks about safe 

schools climate survey - used to be every other year school would do it, but they’re 
revamping the survey this year, allowing opportunity for parents and staff to access the 
survey 

- We will likely jump on it in January when it is released here 
- Grades 4-8 and they provide you with a slide show 



- Younger students don’t understand bullying versus conflict, so it is not directed at the 
younger students 

- The survey is anonymous, Dave goes in the classes and goes through the slide show 
and do it with the students, they rip up their paper at the end of the survey(Students), it 
takes one period 

- A letter is sent home after it 
- It can identify areas or places that students don’t feel comfortable or unsafe 
- It is good information and we will do it in the new year when the roll out comes out 

 
- School improvement efforts, most schools focus on Math and it is still that way 
- Jr math is still an area of need, in the system while not maybe at Caistor specifically 
- Sometimes we insulate with a lot of support in primary years, a lot of assistance is good 

btu then when they get to jr we make assumptions that they are good and that 
everything is great, the pre build up is important to send them off with success 

- Will support the teachers, looked at the data for gr 3 and 6 
- Cohort and all the students that fell between 2.6 and 3.3, so we looked to see if they 

would hit three and offered support to those that were under 3 
- Mid year assessments from patterning curriculum already done this year and did 5 

minute mock assessment, one kid 2.7 said I won’t need this anymore, I am better than I 
was in grade 3, we just want to make sure we are setting kids up for success 

- Helps staff, shows you’re a learner and willing to help them, more of a team approach, 
grade 6 and 3 have enough pressure already, don’t want to leave them on an island 

- Our coaches here are fantastic and really helpful, lucky to have them 
 
Grade ⅞ 
Trip to Ottawa and Quebec, they’re lodging is in Quebec 
One problem that comes up is the out of province insurance that they should have 
In the future we will look into something on the other side of the river to not have this issue 
Point raise of starting fundraising sooner for those trips 
 
GSS Grade 8 day 
Most will likely attend Grimsby, some at BSS 
The teachers for grade 8 should be communicating to you about what stream or pathway your 
kid should be going, applied or academic 
Kids work  through this career cruising program but teacher should reach out to you about the 
pathway, academic or applied 
Course form sent out and deadline is December 7th 
After the open house, the 27th, and then everything opens up after that 
The 30th is believed to be the day the planner opens up 
Generally speaking, shoot high and if your wondering, see how it goes 
Start in academic and then see how it goes 
 
Parent Teacher Communication 



That was addressed by Mr. Madill and upon my  entrance as well 
It is not mandated to use any specific app, you’re not mandated, it is a teacher choice 
Sometimes the agenda too, it becomes the bad news book sometimes, but the kid feels like a 
yoyo 
Not the best mode of communication, do a weekly phone call, set up a system that works, other 
than the kid being a mule for his own beating so to speak 
They have a useful purpose, the agenda, organize day or homework or reminder of forms 
It’s not the world we live in now, it just has to work for all parties 
Most teachers use dojo, but having it all streamlined probably won’t happen yet, won’t be a 
common agreement unless it is mandated separately 
 
DSBN Academy, info session and open house  
People think they have to go there in grade 6, need support now, it is more or less forecasting 
high school 
The academy’s true benefit is when you get to grade nine and they have the programming and 
are set up for all those after school programs and certain amount of parent involvement’ 
Asking people to reflect on it, think about our candidates three years down the road, it is from 
good intentions 
There is a lot of criteria, you have to be at grade level but we should think about it, if they will 
need assistance in grade nine then we should be aware of that now in grade 6/7 
It is for students whose parents did not go to college or university, trying to break the cycle of 
not going to post secondary education 
Elementary and secondary principals there, intake at grade 5 and 6 if they are the right 
candidates 
Referral package is quite extensive 
It’s a good strategy, had first graduating class last year and all that graduated went to college 
and university 
 
MONEY 
We have a healthy budget, over $5000 in the budget 
We have purchase volleyball nets, lego for kindergarten, ipads for kindergarten and ⅔ class, 
leveled reading books, forest of reading (3 levels this year), items for Mrs. McMahon,  
Library, special initiatives money that went out and we have $2600 left and we asked Mrs. 
Jackson to use that and if we are willing to spend more then we will do, it is a good purchase 
Wanted still are a color printer for the office (Approved), high jump poles and bar (will check with 
Athletic Co-ordinator to ensure it’s not a waste of money), funding of possible programs at the 
school 
Musicounts has our wish list of items that we have applied for, so we will wait and see if we get 
that and if not we can visit purchasing musical instruments in the spring 
The outdoor adventure program you have to pay ahead and then you are reimbursed so parent 
council can help pay for that and then we will get reimbursed 
 
 



 
 
Santa Claus Parade 
This Saturday  
Plane sits on top, full size dog house with snoopy and then I think the tree will go in the centre 
or towards the back 
So if your child doesn’t have an outfit that’s fine, just come and have a good time 
Requested the same general area, same last year as it was in the parking lot 
We are meeting with the truck at 1130 to assemble 
Road closes at 1pm 
Ryan Knuth will provide the music again 
 
Poinsettias 
Red only, so we are again having a problem with colors with the greenhouse 
We will shop around next year for a new source since we are having problems 
 
Cheese 
It is wrapped up, we made about $750 in profit, 442 pieces ordered 
 
Cheese and flowers delivered on Nov.30th 
 
Bake Sale is also Nov. 30th, can put it on the sign out front 
 
Christmas Concert, Tuesday December 18, 6pm 
 
Samko, receipt collection, send receipts by Dec. 7th 
Sale is next weekend, stamp receipt at check out and we get 10% back on total receipts 
collected 
Can also shop online but only during those 4 days, free shipping 
 
Funfair - issue with the date as the friday is a PD Day 
 
January Meeting - January 23 at 630pm 
 
 


